
CLOUD MIGRATION | NETWORK ARCHITECTURE CONSIDERATIONS
R Update IP and network settings
Some data centers use separate virtual local area networks 
(VLANS) for admin and production, leaving insufficient 
resiliency for cloud migration. Have your cloud provider 
assign a new IP address in the cloud data center to “clean 
up” the existing networking IP.

R Consider bandwidth and latency
During migration, additional network bandwidth is needed 
between the source and target environment. The capacity 
amount depends on the planned move groups, schedule, 
amount of data, and the migration strategy: one-time data 
copy or continuous replication.

R Standardize for data and wireless
If moving from legacy voice systems to VoIP, have your cloud 
provider measure the impact of calls traversing the wide area 
network (WAN). Sizing local and wide area networks for voice 
readiness is critical to migration success. 

R Are you migrating production apps?
Moving production applications to the cloud requires 
potentially re-architecting the application space plus 
associated processes. Your cloud provider may recommend a 
cloud-only approach, or a hybrid solution. that accounts for all 
IT environment factors. 
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Checklist

R Adopt the right cloud architecture
A cloud infrastructure and hosting environment should 
ensure availability, application flexibility, scalability, and data 
redundancy. As part of your migration, your cloud provider 
can (re)engineer the cloud architecture as needed to support 
these capabilities. 

R Assess your application architecture
To optimize the new cloud platform, assess its application 
architecture for compatibility to your existing architecture. 
Ensuring compatibility lets you know that migrating your 
applications to a new cloud environment is the right decision.

R Ensure networking and connectivity
The objective is secure connectivity between your cloud 
resources and users and systems. Make sure your network 
topology is designed to isolate resources between 
application tiers, database tiers, and load balancing for 
security and management.

R Apply proper load balancing
To access internal endpoints and Internet-facing endpoints, 
your cloud provider may set up load balancers on your 
network. Private load balancers serve internal network traffic, 
while public load balancers serve traffic from the Internet. 


